Abstract-An image fusion system accepts two source images and produces a 'better' fused image. The term 'better' differs from one context to another. In some contexts, it means holding more information. In other contexts, it means getting more accurate results or readings. In general, images hold more than just the color values. Histogram distribution, dynamic range of colors, and color maps are all as valuable as the color values presenting the pictorial information of the image. This paper studies the problems of fusing images from different domains. It proposes a method to extend the fusion algorithms to fuse image properties that define the interpretation of captured images as well.
I. INTRODUCTION
The process of image fusion aims to merge two or more images to produce a new image that is better than the original ones. It takes as an input two or more source images and produces one fused image as an output. The fusion process applies a fusion algorithm repeatedly on the source images and/or intermediate output images. As a matter of fact, almost all the present image fusion operators are binary ones. The need for ternary or higher narity fusion operator has not yet been identified.
Researchers have developed several definitions of image fusion. Wald [18] derived a formal definition of image fusion as "a formal framework in which are expressed means and tools for the alliance of data originating from different sources. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality; the exact definition of 'greater quality' will depend upon the application". In [3] Pohl and Genderen defined image fusion as "the combination of two or more different images to form a new image by using a certain algorithm". Li et al. [2] defined image fusion as "fusion refers to the combination of a group of sensors with the objective of producing a single signal of greater quality and reliability". Good surveys about data fusion terminologies and definitions are presented in [1] , [19] , [20] .
In general, as a part of the definition, a fusion algorithm must maintain the closure property which means the output must be of the same kind as its inputs. Fusion theory was originally founded to allow multi-opinion decision-making. It can also be defined as a typical application of Dampster-Sheffer theory [9] - [11] . Afterwards, researchers developed several signal, pixel, feature and decision-level fusion techniques in [27] , [28] , and [7] . Almost all pixel-level fusion algorithms depend on averaging information or features extracted from source images and reconstruct the fused image at the end. The simplest idea for pixel-level fusion is averaging corresponding pixels in source images. The use of global and local image coefficients in fusion, like outputs from Fourier and Radon transforms, allowed fusion systems to absorb more real and effective pieces of information and present them in the fused image in [21] , [22] . Multiresolution transforms like wavelets and other pyramid transforms [12] - [17] provide more reliable and expressive features to fuse.
While pixel level fusion produces more visible information from different source images, signal level fusion aims to estimate correct and noise free readings from imaging sensors. The main framework used in signal level fusion is the Kalman filter [26] . It uses previous readings to predict next ones more accurately. A state space with transition functions or matrices to hop from one state to another is used. Predictor and corrector equations are the two basic equations that govern this estimation. Decision level fusion provides image understanding using multiple images to have different opinions or decisions to solve problems like target tracking, recognition, segmentation and compression [23] - [25] .
A wide variety of applications can make use of image fusion. Automated battle field is a strong example. A typical scenario is an automated battle field where a swarm of robots are gathering information from a sensor network or directly from the field, there must be some scale defining how good or bad the captured images are before sending them. If a robot is running in a dark environment, a visual image will actually give nothing, while a thermal one will be far more informative. However, sometimes the darkness itself is a valuable piece of information. These pieces of information allow the robot to allocate the proper resources, namely the bandwidth, to transmit both images. It also can embed the estimated quality in the image prior sending, as Wang described in [4] . This will allow the receiver to enhance the received image to reach the hidden quality message.
Augmented reality is also another application that can make use of image fusion. Normally, augmented reality is applied on a wearable computer and head-mounted-display (HMD) the computer communicates with other peripherals, computers, base computer and available sensors in the field. All these pieces of information are then fused together to present valuable information projected directly to the user through the HMD. It can provide information like building maps, thermal distributions, concealed weapons, moving targets and localized sounds. Fusion and augmented reality can also provide promising solutions for cars industry. It will feed the drivers with a massive amount of information displayed on their console, mirror or windows regarding safety issues, risk assessment and possible hazards in the road. Other applications like image correction and restoration including handling multifocus and multi-exposure images, segmentation, remote sensing and surveillance are employing fusion algorithm in some manner [23] - [25] . Even some artistic effects, such as texture transfer [6] , can be considered as image fusion algorithms.
This paper discusses some of the problems of fusing images from different domains. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces to the problems of fusing images from different domains. Section 3 proposes solutions for fusing image properties like color maps, dynamic ranges, and histograms. Section 4 presents the experiments and results. Finally, Section 5 concludes and introduces to possible future advancements.
II. IMAGES FROM DIFFERENT DOMAINS
While single-domain image fusion systems aim to add information from source images into one fused image, the main objective of multi-domain image fusion is to incorporate captured information from sensors observing a certain phenomena from different viewpoints. This allows the observer to understand the whole situation. However, not all sensors are as accurate, cheap, portable and available as visual cameras. In fact, these sensors have limitations according to the nature of captured data, power consumption and cost of the device. This section highlights the effects of these limitations on image fusion algorithms.
A. Color Map
A color map is a table of RGB combinations stored in indexed bitmaps. It is commonly known as a bitmap file format, which became obsolete as imaging hardware evolved to support higher color depths. However, color maps provided more that just indexed colors. They provided a color coding mechanism that helps understanding images. Each sensor picks the color map that suits the nature of the domain it operates in. Some sensors generate color maps on the fly according to the captured information, to maximize the quality with the minimum number of encoding bits. This is because most non-visual sensors are too complex to be equipped with large memory modules, faster codecs or modules to support higher bandwidth. Color coding is another reason for using color maps rather than normal gray scaled images. Researchers have developed standard color codes for certain problems. For example, medical images are usually coded in gray levels, thermal images usually use hot or jet color maps, night vision sensors use a green map and chemical sensors employ color maps depending on the chemicals being analyzed.
Available image fusion algorithms depend mainly on averaging, selecting maximum or minimum, principal component analysis (PCA), and multi-resolution transforms. Almost all these algorithms assume the use of continuous and differentiable color maps where each color is always represented by an index higher than its predecessor. They also assume that source images and the fused image have the same color map which is not always the case, as shown in Fig. 1 . These algorithms fail to combine data from multi-domain images with different color maps. This is because it failed in solving two basic problems. First problem is which color map will be the final fused one. Second problem is the coefficients selection or averaging. The color values here are just indices not color components. Selecting minimum, maximum, or average means selecting the a new color from the color map. If the color map is not ordered, random colors will be selected. Pyramid and wavelet transforms are facing one more problem regarding gradient computation since gradient filters cannot be applied to indexed images. Driving high frequency components will be misleading. One solution is to convert indexed colors into an RGB color space with higher color depth but interpretation information will be lost. 
B. Histogram Distribution
Some sensors are designed to produce non-indexed images. These images can be analyzed and fused easily with available image fusion algorithms. However, due to sensor limitations discussed earlier, color values are always clustered and the histogram is biased and centered around some value. When fusing such an image with another image, with a histogram biased around a different center, both of them will not contribute evenly in the fused image. Actually, one of them will be very dimmed or very bright according to the center of its histogram. The other problem with histogram of images from different domains is the level of details. A low contrast image with smooth transition will hardly participate in the fused image, because of lack of high frequencies, especially when selecting high frequencies with maximum magnitudes [8] or employing consistency verification [2] . This case is analogous to fusing with a zero contrast image as shown in Fig. 2 . Dynamic range is a similar problem since it measures the difference between the brightest and the darkest color in the image. III. FUSING IMAGE PROPERTIES Fusion algorithms have to be extended to fuse image properties. As discussed in Section 2, these properties are as valuable as the color values. These properties provide information about how to understand and interpret the captured image. They also provide flexibility for the sensors, if reconfigurable and semi-autonomous, to select the best way to represent the interpretation. Section 2 also showed that these properties interrelate and cooperate to form a 'better' understanding of the observed phenomena. In this section, histogram solutions are presented to fuse color maps and dynamic ranges.
The fusion operator should then be extended to fuse both image colors and properties. Let I ⊕ be the set of images equipped with a binary fusion operator ⊕ I : I × I → I and P ⊕ i be the value set for the i th image property equipped with a binary fusion operator ⊕ Pi : P i × P i → P i . The set of fusable images is a direct product of these sets as follows;
where I is an indexing set and a typical fusion equation will then be as follows;
where x, y, z are source and fused images, respectively. P
and P y i are corresponding image properties from both source images.
The methods presented in this section assume fusing colorindexed image from different domains with different nonhomogenous color maps and biased histograms. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , a typical heterogenous fusion algorithm accepts two color-indexed source images and their color maps as inputs and produces one fused image with a color map that suits colors from both sources. 
A. Averaging
There exists several intuitive techniques to fuse color maps. The simples idea is to average color maps via simple averaging, principal component analysis (PCA), or any weighted average technique. This will generate a new set of colors in between. Although this technique might work properly with gray scaled images or images with large color maps, it produces the worst results with small color maps and does not work properly with source images with different numbers of indexed colors. Fig. 4 shows the averaged color map and its effect on the fused image. 
B. Selecting Most Used Colors
Originally, indexed colors in the color map are not referred to evenly. Some colors are used more than others. The new color map can then be a set of the most used colors in source images, as shown in Fig. 5 . This method manages to preserve the correct colors for most pixels in both source images. One more advantage in of this technique is the ability to handle multiple-source and multi-phase fusion cases. However, as the number of source images (or fusion phases) increases, some features (or images) will disappear totally from the final fused images. Some pixels will refer to the wrong colors producing some impurities and spiky noise. Another drawback for this technique is the problem of fusing two equalized images. The selected color map will favor only one image or half the pixels in both images. 
C. Color Map Shift and Dither
This method generates the fused color map by concatenating both source color maps together to form a bigger color map with colors available for both images. Source color indices are then dithered to form the fused image. The main benefit of this method is obtaining a better color map. Finally, the new color map is equalized against the selected indices. Fig. 6 presents the fused image and its histogram before and after equalization. The main advantage of this technique is preserving colors and color maps of source images. Unlike selecting the most used colors, this method presents a solution for multiple source images regardless their histograms. However, higher bandwidth is needed to transfer the fused image.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section compares between color map fusion methods.
It compares between quality of fused image resulting form selecting most used colors for the fused color map and 'shift-anddither' method with 132 test cases covering color maps with number of colors ranges from 2 to 128 colors, different color schemes, shifted histograms, and different dynamic ranges. Quality is assessed using structural similarity index (SSIM) [5] with window sizes ranging from 2×2 to 32×32 pixels. SSIM results range from 0 which presents complete similarity and 1 for the complete dissimilarity. To estimate the quality of the fused image, indexed images are transformed into HSV color space and dissimilarity between source images and the fused images are estimated to produce three dissimilarity maps for each source image. These dissimilarity maps are then geometrically averaged to produce one combined dissimilarity map for each source image as illustrated in Fig. 7 . This map presents the localized error between the source image and the fused one. The final error is the mean value of the resultant dissimilarity map. Figure 8 shows the average error plotted against the changes in window size. Both methods seem to be recording higher average error as the window size increases. However, selecting This paper discusses some problems facing fusing images from different domains. It discusses the effects of image properties like histogram distributions, color maps, and dynamic ranges on fusion results. It recommends extending fusion process to fit image properties as well. More research is needed to develop new fusion algorithms that generates a new color map that preserves colors in both source images as well as presenting the overlapping regions.
